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Abstract—This study explores the reciprocal benefits that high-school peer mentors experience while participating in a cross-age peer mentoring program. Mentors were trained to support the basic psychological needs (autonomy, competence, belonging) of their mentees while teaching them to play music. A pre-post mentoring self-report questionnaire was used to assess the amount of reciprocal basic psychological need satisfaction that mentors experienced. Findings indicated that mentors experienced reciprocal satisfaction for all three basic psychological needs from Time-1 (4-weeks of mentoring) to Time-2 (8-weeks of mentoring). The need for competence was the only need that demonstrated a statistically significant increase from Time-1 to Time-2. Implications for both theory and practice in classrooms is discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cross-age peer mentoring is a strengths-based intervention designed to increase the relationship and leadership skills of mentors while simultaneously promoting the self-esteem, academic engagement, and sense of belonging amongst mentees [1]. Programs are designed to have two students meeting at least once a week, for a minimum of ten meetings, where they engage in conversation, play, and structured activities if provided [2]. The main difference between cross-age peer mentoring programs and other traditional mentoring programs is that, typically, mentors are high-school students, rather than adults, who are at least two years older than their mentee [3].

Within the cross-age peer mentoring literature to date, only a few theoretical perspectives exist to help explain both how and why programs promote positive outcomes in participating youth [4]. Within the theoretical frameworks that have been developed, three are commonly cited and acknowledged in the literature.

The first theory argues that mentoring impacts participating children and youth through three complementary processes: (1) improving their social relationships and psychological well-being; (2) enhancing their cognitive skills through conversation and dyadic interaction; and (3) promoting positive identity development through serving as role models (mentors) and interacting with older peers (mentees) [5].

The second dominant theoretical framework originates from Attachment Theory [6] and suggests that mentoring relationships have the potential to provide youth with a corrective experience. This framework, most commonly applied to adult-with-youth programs, suggests that mentors can help mentees reorganize their internal working models of relationships through positive relationships [7]. In this model, the role of the mentor is to provide their mentee with a sense of security whereupon they can explore their environment in order to grow and develop [7].

The third theoretical framework argues that by participating in mentoring programs, mentors and mentees gain a sense of connectedness to themselves, others, and society, and thus experience positive outcomes [8]. Connectedness refers to one’s interest towards and engagement with significant others and institutions, including parents (and/or other significant adults), peers, and schools [8]. With the acknowledgment that these dominant theoretical perspectives have generated useful information pertaining to mentoring and the outcomes it produces, some researchers have respectively recommended that future research examine the cross-age peer mentoring process under the lens of alternative theoretical frameworks [9]. In response to this, scholars have begun to explore the potential of a new theoretical framework, rooted in Self-Determination Theory (SDT) [10].

II. SELF-DETERMINATION THEORY

SDT represents an empirically based meta-theory of human motivation, personal development, and psychological well-being [10]. The theory suggests that all human beings are born with a strong sense of curiosity and willingness to learn, and that certain environmental factors can either support or discourage one’s sense of well-being, self-regulation, and intrinsic motivation for learning [10]. The theory identifies three innate and basic psychological needs - autonomy, competence, and belonging.

Autonomy refers to children’s sense of control over their thoughts and actions and reflects an internal locus of control [10]. Competence refers to children’s confidence in their abilities to achieve desired goals and affect outcomes [10]. Lastly, belongingness is indicative of a child’s feelings of acceptance and connectedness and is often indicated by the amount of value children assign to significant others and their school environment [10], [11].
III. SATISFYING BASIC PSYCHOLOGICAL NEEDS

A. Autonomy

Research has identified certain environmental practices and features that influence an individual’s sense of autonomy. A student’s sense of autonomy can be stifled when the environment consists of competition [12], controlling language [13], artificial rewards [14], threats of punishment [15], and methods of external control such as grades and excessive monitoring [16]. Alternatively, there is a growing body of research investigating how individuals can manipulate the environment of their relational partner’s to promote their senses of autonomy. Autonomy promoting strategies include providing choices to relational partners [17], providing rationales for activities and decisions [18], acknowledging the other’s perspective [19] and using non-evaluative and informational language [20]. Implementing these strategies is beneficial as research has repeatedly shown that when one’s social partner and environment provides them with autonomy-support, their intrinsic motivation, quality and persistence of performance, and psychological well-being are all increased [21]-[24].

B. Competence

Researchers often use the terms competence and self-efficacy interchangeably as they both encompass an individual’s confidence in being able to accomplish the goals they set for themselves and deal with the challenges of their environments [25].

Bandura [25] highlights four primary sources of information capable of influencing one’s sense of competence. These four sources include: (1) past experiences of success and failure; (2) vicarious observational learning of others; (3) self-appraisals and attributions following the completion of a task; and (4) the external feedback we receive from others after performing a task. External feedback has received the most attention in the extant literature as it is most relevant to cross-age peer mentoring and the manner in which mentors counsel their mentees [26].

It is well understood that the content and valence of feedback received from others has an influence on the recipient [25]. The influence of external feedback, however, is filtered by the receiver’s interpretation of what has been said and previous experiences with similar input [27]. For instance, praising a child or student after every successful attempt, even when tasks are easy or remedial, can have a negative impact on their sense of competence if they perceive the praise to be disingenuous or unwarranted [28]. Providing appropriate feedback is thus a very intricate task requiring a certain amount of thought and specificity by the provider. Studies on the influence of appropriate feedback have illuminated two important findings. First, praise for ability can be harmful and lead to deteriorations in both well-being and motivation [28]. Second, praise for effort is a much more beneficial approach and can facilitate enduring levels of motivation, challenge seeking, and well-being [28]. However, praise needs to fit the situation. For example, don’t praise effort if effort wasn’t applied. Instead, provide feedback about the value of effort and, especially, effort that includes effective strategies [28]. The effects of effort-focused feedback on children and student’s levels of competence will be discussed in more depth in the next section.

A. Belonging

The need to belong is a fundamental human motivation, driving us to form and maintain positive and long term relationships with others [11]. In the emerging field of neuroscience, this inherent need to belong is often discussed and linked to the idea that we are wired to connect [29]. Establishing a sense of belongingness or connectedness among participants is a primary goal of cross-age peer mentoring programs. When high-school peer mentors demonstrate fidelity to programs and meet with their mentees consistently, their younger peers report experiencing increases in their sense of belongingness and friendship [1]. Similarly, when mentors engage in cross-age peer mentoring programs and develop friendships with their mentees, they report increased amounts of connectedness to their peers and schools [1]. Studies documenting the ability of cross-age peer mentoring programs to increase participants sense of belonging are presented in the next section.

IV. SELF-DETERMINATION THEORY AND CROSS-AGE PEER MENTORING

Within the existing literature on cross-age peer mentoring, only two studies were located using SDT as their theoretical framework to train mentors and evaluate outcomes [30, 31]. In the first study, researchers examined the relationship between basic psychological need satisfaction (i.e., autonomy, competence, and belonging) in mentoring relationships and subsequent mentee well-being. The authors defined and measured well-being according to three dimensions: (1) personal well-being (physical, psychological, and hope); (2) social well-being (peer relations, parental relationships and autonomy); and (3) academic well-being (perceived competence in learning) [30]. The authors hypothesized that mentored students perceiving an increase in the satisfaction of their basic psychological needs between Time-1 (after 2 months of mentoring) and Time-2 (after 8 months of mentoring) would report significantly greater outcomes in wellbeing than mentored and non-mentored peers perceiving less or unsatisfied need satisfaction. The Portuguese version of the Basic Need Satisfaction in Relationships Questionnaire (BNSIRQ) was used to measure need satisfaction among participants [30]. Mentees were randomly assigned to an experimental group \((n = 157)\) that received mentoring by one of their teachers, or to a non-mentored comparison group \((n = 160)\). Mentees’ ranged in age from 9 to 16 years of age \((M = 12.40, SD = 1.81)\) with 57% being both female and in the seventh and eighth grade. No demographic information was provided for mentors.

Mentors received 16 hours of pre-mentoring training where they were informed about SDT and learned various promotion strategies related to each basic psychological need. Mentors supported their mentees’ needs for autonomy by discussing and modelling self- regulatory strategies related to school attendance or behaviour and also provided information about upcoming important decisions about education and health. The need for competence was supported in this program through discussions about learning strategies and test preparation as well as providing mentees with help on their assignments. Finally, the need for
belongingness was promoted by mentors in this program through conversations about peer and parental relationship difficulties and the provision of empathy, attention, and authenticity while doing so. Although mentors learned about the importance of balancing their efforts across all three basic needs, mentors were ultimately given the freedom to focus upon and support whichever need(s) they wished during their sessions. Mentoring took place during weekly one-on-one sessions outside of regular class time and was augmented with weekly 90-minute group sessions. During group sessions, mentor-mentee pairs collaboratively discussed issues surrounding school, social integration, and other relevant themes.

Results indicated that pre-post test variations for three of the dependent variables (hope, school environment, and perceived competence in learning) were significantly correlated with basic psychological need satisfaction among mentees [30]. Further, while comparing students who reported increased need satisfaction in both the mentored and non-mentored groups, results revealed that mentored students exhibited higher ratings for school environment, physical well-being, and perceived competence in learning compared to their non-mentored counterparts [30]. Perceptions of school environment were the only difference between the groups reaching statistical significance. Additionally, results indicated that gains on all dependent measures of wellbeing were more positive among mentees perceiving increased satisfaction of their needs compared to mentees in the opposite condition [30].

This study demonstrates the capacity for mentoring programs to increase basic psychological need satisfaction among mentees when mentors are trained in techniques known to promote each need. This study also highlights the need for mentors to adopt a more balanced approach while supporting their mentees needs. In this study, mentor training and interaction styles rooted in SDT were not significantly effective in increasing mentees’ personal or social well-being, with the authors speculating that perhaps priority was given to academic gains. Research suggests that mentors should be trained to balance their relational support between the promotion of each psychological need in order to facilitate a more comprehensive intervention [10]. Another question for future research that can be drawn from this study is the implementation of peer-mentors instead of teacher-mentors. Perhaps if this study had used peer mentors, mentee gains in social well-being (autonomy, parent relationships, peer support and relationships) may have been improved. Peer mentors may have been more likely to focus on these aspects of the program compared to the academic side that teachers were more inclined to focus upon.

The second study that was located in the existing literature, implemented an experimental design to assess the impact of the Young Women Leader’s Mentoring Program (YWLP), an afterschool program that pairs “at-risk” seventh grade girls with college-aged women for one year [31]. Seventh grade mentees were referred to this program by school staff who considered them to be “at-risk” academically, emotionally, and behaviorally. Mentees were then randomly assigned to an experimental group (n = 79) that received mentoring, or a comparison group (n = 47) that participated in a research project. Within the sample of mentees, 72% were minorities, with 65% of the sample received free or reduced lunch. Mentors were volunteers from a local university and although no age demographics were provided, the author’s report 44% of mentors were in their second year of university.

In the YWLP, mentors were trained to follow a curriculum based on SDT during a two-semester class at their university. The class followed a service-learning format, with mentors researching topics such as issues facing adolescent girls, cultural competency, and mentoring skills in the first half of the semester and a support component in the second half, where mentors engage in supervised group mentoring sessions. The curriculum is designed to generate group discussions about body image, sense of self, peer relationships, leadership, and healthy decision making skills [31].

Mentors and mentees met one-on-one for one hour each week to engage in mutually agreed upon activities, such as tutoring and social outings. Dyads also participated in two-hour afterschool group mentoring sessions once a week with 8 other mentor-mentee pairs. Trained graduate and senior undergraduate students facilitated discussions about the SDT curriculum. Mentees completed self-report questionnaires in their school’s computer lab in September-October (pre-test) and May-June (post-test).

Autonomy was measured using a 5-item assertiveness scale as it measures how much one feels they can assert themselves with other people (i.e., “How good are you at voicing your opinions and desires?”; “How good are you at getting someone to agree with your point of view?”) [32]. Competence and Belonging were measured together using the Self-Esteem Questionnaire (SEQ) [33]. The SEQ has four sub-scales assessing family (“My family pays enough attention to me”); peer (“I am as popular with kids my own age as I want to be”); school (“I am good enough at math”); and global (“I am happy with the way I can do most things”) self-esteem. The two sub-scales of global and school self-esteem were used to measure mentee self-perceptions of competence, while the peer and family sub-scales were used to measure mentee belongingness.

Results indicated no significant between- group differences on self-reported measures of autonomy, competence, or belonging. The researchers did find, however, that the experimental group did not experience the same amount of decline in global self-esteem over time compared to the control group, indicating that peer mentoring may buffer certain populations against this natural decline during adolescence [31].

The authors cite a few limitations of their study, the first of which is a small sample size, which limited their power to detect significant between group differences [31]. Secondly, the authors implemented indirect measures of autonomy, competence, and belonging, making it unknown whether or not significant differences would have been found if measures more closely aligned to the three basic needs were implemented [31]. Finally, the authors did not monitor mentor’s fidelity of implementing the program and thus were not able to assess how well mentors adhered to the mentoring curriculum or what occurred in dyadic meetings [31]. This study also did not provide information as to how mentors were trained to satisfy the needs of their mentees, making it difficult to ascertain which training procedures may be
beneficial.

V. RECIPROCAL BENEFITS OF SUPPORTING BASIC PSYCHOLOGICAL NEEDS

The implementation of cross-age peer mentoring programs is increasing as they offer mentors the opportunities to learn leadership and relationship skills while simultaneously allowing mentees to form close relationships with older and more experienced peers [34]. The Helper Therapy Principle is often used to help explain the dual benefits of cross-age peer mentoring programs [35]. This principle suggests that by helping others, helpers benefit themselves during the process, and subsequently view themselves in a more favourable light. These reciprocal benefits arise when mentors are placed in a leadership role wherein the mentor is performing worthwhile actions and helping a younger student in need. Reissman (1965) stated that: “...some children develop not by being challenged by someone ahead of them, but by helping someone behind them” (p. 29) [35]. This principle plays a complementary role to Vygotsky’s Zone of Proximal Development [36], arguing that learners are able to develop through both the guidance of an older and more experienced learner but also by acting as the older and more experienced learner. Research exploring the reciprocal benefits of supporting each basic psychological need will now be presented.

A. Autonomy Support Reciprocity

Since this study focuses on training high school peer mentors to become autonomy-supportive, an appropriate question is whether or not someone can learn how to become more autonomy-supportive? In the existing literature, some research has argued that autonomy support or non-support is a byproduct of personality and is therefore static and unalterable [29]. This thesis has been proven to be false, however, with research indicating that autonomy-support can be learned and developed, just like any other skill [29], [37].

Acknowledging that autonomy-supportive behaviours can be learned, the next logical question is whether or not high-school peer mentors can be trained to facilitate the satisfaction of their middle-school mentee’s basic psychological needs? In the existing research on autonomy support, the majority of studies involve a more knowledgeable and experienced individual (i.e., teacher, manager, physician, and parent) providing support to a less experienced individual (i.e., child, student, patient, and employee). Although this discrepancy in experience is congruent with the traditional definition of a mentor, the age discrepancy of these studies raises some concerns regarding the generalizability to peer-with-peer mentoring programs. Thus, the existing research lacks investigation into how a more closely aligned relational partner, such as a peer mentor, may be able to influence their partner’s need for autonomy.

Addressing this gap, researchers investigated the influence of autonomy support within peer friendships [38]. The authors of this study hypothesized that receiving autonomy support from a close friend would be associated with higher quality relationships and increased psychological well-being of the receiver [38]. It was also hypothesized that providing basic psychological need support to a friend would generate reciprocal benefits for the provider and promote their psychological well-being as well [38].

Participants included (N = 98) friendship-dyads from an undergraduate course in Psychology. When participants signed up for the study, their friends were recruited by asking them to bring a “close friend” to the next phase of the study. During the follow up meeting, participants were asked to complete several self-report questionnaires regarding the amounts of perceived autonomy support in their relationships and also the quality of their relationships. Friendship autonomy support was measured using an adapted version of the 10-item Health Care Climate Questionnaire [39]. Sample items include: “I feel that my friend provides me with choices and options”, and “My friend tries to understand how I see things”. Need satisfaction was measured using the Basic Psychological Need Satisfaction in Relationships Questionnaire (BNSIRQ) [40]. This 9-item questionnaire assesses the degree to which relational partners experience autonomy, competence, and belonging in their relationships (i.e., the three basic psychological needs). Sample items include: “When I am with my friend I feel free to be who I am” (i.e., Autonomy), “When I am with my friend I feel like a competent person” (i.e., Competence), and “When I am with my friend I feel loved and cared about” (i.e., Belonging). Self-report measures of emotional reliance, attachment security, and dyadic adjustment were also administered.

Results demonstrated that peers were able to provide one another with autonomy support, and that perceived autonomy support significantly predicted the subsequent basic psychological need satisfaction, emotional reliance, and attachment security between relational partners [38]. This is an important finding as it is the first to demonstrate the capacity of peers to promote the autonomy and subsequent need satisfaction of one another [38].

In an extension of their previous findings, the authors tested whether or not providing autonomy-support to a friend would influence the provider’s basic psychological need satisfaction and psychological well-being. That is, would helping a peer satisfy their need for autonomy help promote the satisfaction of the provider’s basic psychological needs? To examine this, participants completed an additional measure asking them to report how successful they felt they were in providing their friend with autonomy support. To measure the perceived autonomy support provided to friends, participants responded to the same 10-item measure used to assess perceived autonomy support received from others but with questions reworded. An example includes: “My friend believes that I provide them with choices and options”. A measure of psychological well-being was also included in the second study (Centre for Epidemiological Studies Depression Scale (CES-D) [41].

The authors hypothesized that perceptions of high autonomy support provided to a friend would predict high perceptions of personal basic psychological need satisfaction, relationship quality, and psychological well-being [38]. Results indicated participants’ perceptions of the degree to which they provided autonomy-support to a friend significantly predicted their basic psychological need satisfaction and psychological wellbeing, over-and-above the autonomy support they received from their friend [38]. In other words, perceptions of providing autonomy-support to...
others accounted for more variance in individual well-being than perceptions of receiving autonomy support from relational partners [38]. These findings lend support to the Helper Therapy Principle [35] and the potential for peer mentors to experience reciprocal benefits by helping to satisfy their mentees needs for autonomy, competence, and belonging.

In summary, these findings suggest that: (a) peers can successfully provide autonomy support to one another; and (b) helping others satisfy their need for autonomy can increase the psychological well-being of the provider at a greater level than simply receiving support from others. The data from this study were collected from peers in previously established friendships, however, and are thus only partially generalizable to mentoring programs. In mentoring programs, mentors and mentees are often unfamiliar with one another at the start of the program and develop a relationship as time progresses [1]. This being the case, an exploration of whether or not mentoring programs can facilitate the satisfaction of basic psychological needs amongst unfamiliar dyads is needed.

In a study using teacher-mentors and academically at-risk mentees, researchers examined the influence of mentee perceptions of autonomy and belonging on their academic engagement within a formal mentoring program [42]. The program is designed to match incoming college students with a teacher-mentor and, thus, dyads were unfamiliar with one another at the beginning of the program. Five teacher-mentors (aged 27-56) received one day of pre-match training with ongoing support via weekly meetings with the program coordinator. During training, mentors learned about the common stressors among college students and the types of support they could provide to alleviate their mentees’ stress. Forty mentees (M = 18.6 years of age) participated in the program and met with their mentor once a week for a total of ten sessions. Self-report questionnaires were used to assess the perceived belonging and autonomy of mentees’ after 5 months of mentoring. After data collection, mentees were divided into groups according to their self-reported ratings of basic psychological need satisfaction within their mentoring relationship (High vs. Low). Results found that mentored students in the high satisfaction condition, compared to the low satisfaction and comparison groups, scored significantly greater on all measures of academic engagement and achievement [42].

The results of this study demonstrate, perhaps only partially, the capacity of mentoring programs to promote the satisfaction of basic psychological needs. A significant limitation of this study involves the average age discrepancy between mentors and mentees, deeming it inappropriate to label this study as involving peer mentoring. The results of this study nevertheless illuminate the potential for once unfamiliar mentors to successfully promote the satisfaction of their mentee’s needs for autonomy and belonging.

A. Belonging Support Reciprocity

Among most cross-age peer mentoring programs; a central tenet is to increase the sense of belonging and friendship among mentees towards their mentors. A secondary and often discussed corollary of this type of friendship and belonging support is the increased sense of belongingness among mentors.

To investigate the reciprocal benefits of mentoring, researchers implemented a quasi-experimental between-groups design to investigate how acting as a cross-age peer mentor influenced participant’s self-esteem, school belongingness, and family and peer attachment compared to nonparticipating peers [8]. The average age of participating mentors (N = 46) was (M =15.5) years of age and mentors participated in 8 hours of pre-match training alongside 2 hours of monthly supervision. In this study, mentors and mentees met weekly for 8 months on school-grounds and participated in a Saturday event once a month for 5 hours. Examples of Saturday events include visits to the zoo, picnics, and a carnival on school-grounds [8]. Mentor-mentee interactions were structured through a curriculum with dyads spending approximately half of their time engaged in structured activities and the other half in free play [8]. The curriculum was designed to foster close relationships between mentors and mentees and involves daily activities including an ice-breaker, a connectedness curriculum activity, a snack, and a final recreational activity (e.g., tag, basketball, art). Three self-report measures were implemented to assess participants’ connectedness (Hemingway: Measure of Adolescent Connectedness) parent and peer attachment (Inventory of Parent and Peer Attachment), and self-esteem (Self-Esteem Questionnaire) [43]-[45].

Although no significant family-related outcomes were achieved, findings indicated that, compared to their nonparticipating peers, cross-age peer mentors reported gains in school belonging (i.e., with teachers and peers) and self-esteem (i.e., sports and academics). The results of this study [8] illuminate the benefits of acting as a cross-age peer mentor and the capacity of programs to promote mentors’ sense of belongingness to school and peers.

B. Competence Support Reciprocity

As previously discussed in Section III, the provision of feedback and advice from mentors-to-mentees is a fundamental aspect of any mentoring relationship. Mentoring relationships exist in a vast array of contexts, however, and appropriate feedback styles may differ from one environment to another. In the present study, high-school mentors provided their mentees with feedback in a musical setting, a context that is often associated with the terms talent and ability [46]. Relevant literature on music-oriented feedback will now be reviewed in order to understand how feedback operates within this unique context.

Researchers examined the effects of verbal praise amongst (N = 87) fourth grade students participating in a rhythm-tapping test [47]. Prior to participation, each student was given a lesson on various strategies designed to help improve their rhythmic skills.

Each student was then initially exposed to an easy rhythm test followed by one of three feedback styles: (a) effort-focused (e.g., “You must have focused hard on the strategies before you played”); (b) ability-focused (e.g., “You must be talented in music”); or (c) no feedback. Following the administration of feedback, students were given the opportunity to attempt a learning goal (e.g., “Challenging rhythms that I can learn from even if I don’t play them..."
correctly”) or a performance goal (e.g., “Rhythms I think I’m pretty good at so I can show how good I am in music”). Students were not exposed to these labels (performance vs. learning) but rather verbally expressed which goal they wanted to pursue on their own time after the test. Next, each student responded to questions on a 5-point Likert-type scale designed to assess their levels of task persistence (e.g., “How much would you like to take these rhythms home to practice them until they are perfect?”) and task enjoyment (e.g., “How much did you enjoy playing the rhythms?”). Students were also asked to rate their task performance on a scale from 1 (poor) to 5 (perfect). Finally, a four coloured wheel was used to measure students’ performance attributions. The four colours represented attributions of: effort (e.g., “I focused hard on the strategies”), talent (e.g., “Music is my thing”), time (e.g., “I had enough time”), and luck (e.g., “I was lucky”). This measure allowed students to rotate the wheel and place it on which attribution best represented their performance. In the second half of the experiment, students were exposed to a more difficult rhythm test and subsequently informed that they did not perform as well as they did on the first test. Participants then completed the same measures as the first test but with the attributions on the wheel being opposite (e.g., “Music is not my thing”, “I didn’t focus hard enough on the strategies”). The purpose of this second test was to expose children to a more challenging test after experiencing success in the first test to investigate how the various feedback groups responded to setbacks and hardship in a musical setting.

Results indicated that 90% of the students in the effort feedback group chose a learning goal after their performance compared to only 41% of the students in the ability feedback group [47]. Students in the no feedback group were divided equally into either category of goal selection. Mean scores of task persistence (i.e., willingness to practice rhythms at home) were also found to increase amongst the effort feedback group and decrease among the other two groups across the two rhythm tests. No significant between groups differences were found for either task enjoyment or performance ratings. Additionally, no significant between group differences were found regarding the four attributions of success on the colour wheel. Finally, although ratings of task enjoyment declined across all groups after the unsuccessful performance, students choosing to pursue learning goals reported significantly higher amounts of both task persistence and enjoyment compared to students who selected performance goals [47].

The results of this study are relevant to the present study as it is the first study to date to explore the influence of various feedback styles on young students in a musical setting. Results indicate that feedback should focus on the effort of the music student as it increases their willingness to engage in learning goals, the amount of effort they expend after setbacks, and the amount of enjoyment they experience during learning [47]. More importantly, feedback providers should make a concerted effort not to praise ability as this was shown to decrease student’s effort, enjoyment, and willingness to expand their learning through challenging tasks [47].

As previously discussed, research has shown that acting as a cross-age peer mentor can promote reciprocal benefits in self-esteem and self-efficacy [8]. No studies to date, however, have examined how competence support in a musical setting by high-school peer mentors may reciprocally benefit their own sense of competence. In this study, high-school mentors were trained to provide effort-focused feedback to their mentees, addressing this gap in the literature and permitting statistical analyses to be conducted on the reciprocal benefits of competence support in cross-age peer mentoring.

VI. METHODS

A. Objective

The objective of this study is to examine how acting as a high-school peer mentor influences the basic psychological needs (autonomy, belonging, and competence) of mentors.

Understanding whether or not high-school peer mentors benefit from helping a younger peer satisfy their basic psychological needs is an important endeavor as this type of reciprocity (i.e., reciprocal basic need satisfaction) has not been studied in the cross-age peer mentoring literature to date.

B. Research Question

The following research question is designed to investigate the aforementioned objective: (1) Once mentors are trained to support the basic psychological needs of their mentees and implement these strategies during mentoring sessions, will they experience the reciprocal satisfaction of their own autonomy, belonging, and competence?

C. Participants

Five mentor-mentee dyads were recruited to participate in this study from an after-school music program in in a low SES community in Western Canada. Mentees (n = 5) were elementary-aged students (M = 9.6 years of age, SD = 1.81). All mentees were female and of Aboriginal and First Nations descent. Mentors (n = 5) were high-school aged students (M = 15.8 years of age, SD = 1.48) drawn from grades 9 through 12. All mentors were female.

D. Mentoring Context

In the after-school music program, students learn to read and play classical music and sing in choirs. The program begins by providing students with a healthy meal full of fruits and vegetables to provide them with the necessary nutrients for learning. Students then attend various classes including Music Theory, Musicianship, Instrument Instruction (one of fourteen classical instruments), Vocal Instruction, and Collaborative Music (orchestra and ensembles). The program also offers Musical Therapy sessions to students experiencing physical and/or emotional trauma and a Youth Mentorship program designed to promote positive peer relationships and role modeling.

E. Study Procedures

This cross-age peer mentoring program was implemented for three months, beginning in March and concluding in May 2016. Dyadic mentoring sessions occurred once a week for one hour, consisting of twelve sessions in total. The amount (≥ 10 meetings) and frequency/consistency (1 interaction/week) of contact between mentoring dyads in this
program adhere to ‘best practices’ identified in the existing cross-age peer mentoring literature [9].

1) Mentor orientation and training

Prior to being matched with their mentees, mentors participated in two 1-hour skill-building sessions.

In the first session, mentors were introduced to the concept of mentoring, identified healthy mentoring behaviours, and were made aware of the goals and expectations of the program, as well as the commitments required of them.

In the second session, mentors were introduced to the central ideas of SDT to promote a mentor approach that is oriented towards the satisfaction of their mentees basic psychological needs [10]. To begin, mentors collaboratively created an ‘ABC Companion’ where they defined autonomy, competence, and belonging together and also generated ways in which they could support these feelings in their mentees while making music together. This was accomplished by asking mentors to respond, in written form, to three questions asking them to define what “Autonomy is…Belonging is…and Competence is…”. Once this was completed, mentors were asked to volunteer their answers to generate a group discussion on the three basic psychological needs and their definitions. Next, mentors were asked to think about how they could promote these needs while interacting with their mentees by responding to three questions asking: “While making music together, how do you think you could make your mentee feel autonomous…competent…that they belonged…What could you say or do?”. Mentors were then asked to volunteer their answers to generate a group discussion. During group conversations, a consensus was reached as to which definition mentors would use for each basic psychological need and the strategies in which they would attempt to promote them. Once complete, this ‘ABC Companion’ provided each mentor with a definition for each basic psychological need and the strategies in which they would attempt to promote them. Once complete, this ‘ABC Companion’ provided each mentor with a definition for each basic psychological need (i.e., “What Is It?”) and strategies in which they can support this need (i.e., “Go-To-Statements” and “Go-To-Strategies”). Mentors then used their ‘ABC Companion’ to practice providing basic psychological need support through various role playing situations. Completed ‘ABC Companions’ were provided to each mentor during mentoring sessions to help orient their efforts towards the promotion and satisfaction of their mentees basic psychological needs.

2) Weekly mentoring structure

During mentoring sessions, mentors and mentees made music together under the direction of a musician-teacher employed by the after-school music program. During mentoring sessions, mentors taught their mentees how to play various pieces of music that they each composed on their respective instruments (2 violins, 1 guitar, and 1 cello). At the conclusion of the cross-age peer mentoring program, mentoring dyads synchronized their respective parts into a song and had it professionally recorded. At the end of each mentoring session, mentors were asked to complete a ‘Weekly Learning Log’ designed to capture the methods in which they attempted to promote the basic psychological needs of their mentee.

3) Mentor support meetings

To help support the on-going learning and practice of mentors throughout this 3-month program, mentors attended two ‘Mentor Support Meetings’ where they completed learning templates and discussed their mentoring practice together. Learning templates asked mentors to identify “What They Tried” (e.g., how they attempted to support their mentees basic psychological needs), “How It Went” (e.g., what strategies worked well and which ones did not), “What Did You Learn” (e.g., about being a mentor, about your mentee), and “What Will You Try” (e.g., how do you plan to support your mentee in the upcoming weeks?).

4) Assessment of mentor basic psychological need satisfaction

The level of basic psychological need satisfaction for each mentor was assessed after 4 weeks (Time 1) and 8 weeks (Time 2) of mentoring. A baseline measure of basic psychological need satisfaction was not appropriate as mentors had not yet met their mentees and therefore, could not have had experienced any satisfaction of their needs.

B. Measures

The Basic Need Satisfaction in Relationships Questionnaire (BNSIRQ) was used to assess the basic psychological need satisfaction of high-school mentors in their mentoring relationships [48]. The BNSIRQ is a 9-item scale, assessing each basic psychological need with 3 items. Each item is responded to on a 7-point scale ranging from (1 = not at all true) to (7 = very true). Sample items include: “When I am with my mentee, I have a say in what happens, and can voice my opinion” (autonomy); “When I am with my mentee, I feel loved and cared about” (belonging); and “When I am with my mentee, I feel very capable and effective” (competence). Average scores for each basic psychological need are created by generating the mean of each respective sub-scale (some items are reverse-coded). Higher scores and subsequent means are indicative of higher levels of basic need satisfaction within mentor-mentee relationships. Previous research using the BNSIRQ found that overall basic psychological need satisfaction in friendships was positively correlated with well-being and happiness [22], [48], [49]. The reliability of the total scale has also been demonstrated in several studies (alphas ranging from .65 to .94), [48], [50], alongside the internal consistencies of autonomy (.74), belonging (.80), and competence (.76) [51].

C. Statistical Analysis

Version 22.0 of the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) software was used for data analysis. All quantitative variables were checked for Normality using the Shapiro-Wilks test. A paired-samples t-test was conducted to compare the levels of mentor basic psychological need satisfaction at 4-weeks (Time 1) and 8-weeks (Time 2).

D. Results

The test for normality, examined using the Shapiro-Wilks’ test, indicated the data were statistically normal for Autonomy W(5) = 0.817, p = .111; Belonging W(5) = 0.867, p = 0.256; and Competence W(5) = 0.870, p = 0.265 scores between Time 1 and Time 2. There was a non-significant difference between the levels of mentor reported autonomy satisfaction at week 4 (M = 6.54, SD = 0.55) and week 8 (M = 6.74, SD = 0.43) of cross-age peer mentoring; t(4) = -2.39, p
= 0.075. Similarly, there was a non-significant difference between the levels of belonging satisfaction that mentors reported at week 4 (M = 5.74, SD = 0.66) and week 8 (M = 6.46, SD = 0.40) of cross-age peer mentoring; \( t(4) = -2.19, p = 0.094 \). There was, however, a significant difference in the levels of competence satisfaction that mentors reported at week 4 (M = 6.14, SD = 0.43) and at week 8 (M = 6.82, SD = 0.16) of cross-age peer mentoring; \( t(4) = -4.65, p = 0.010, < .05 \).

Fig. 1. Mentor basic psychological need satisfaction.

VII. DISCUSSION

Cross-age peer mentoring is an attractive developmental intervention and/or program as it produces benefits for both mentees and mentors [2], [4]. This paper reviewed the extant literature on the reciprocal benefits of mentoring and explored the results of a mentoring program situated in a musical context for ‘at-risk’ youth. This study is unique as it is the first to train high-school aged mentors to support the basic psychological needs (i.e., autonomy, competence and belonging) of their middle-school aged mentees. Investigating the potential of this training approach, and its ability to promote reciprocal benefits for mentors is an important extension of the literature as past authors have recommended studying the mentoring process using new theoretical frameworks [9].

The results of this study demonstrate that reciprocal benefits can be achieved for mentors when they orient their efforts towards supporting the autonomy, competence, and belonging of their mentees during dyadic mentoring sessions. Mentors demonstrated increased satisfaction of each basic psychological need from Time 1 (4-weeks of mentoring) to Time 2 (8-weeks of mentoring), with only competence satisfaction reaching statistical significance. The results of this study are consistent with [8] and [52].

VIII. CONCLUSION

This study illuminates the potential for cross-age peer mentoring programs to promote reciprocal benefits for mentors when they participate in skill-building sessions designed to increase their understanding of SDT and are equipped with strategies to promote and satisfy their mentees needs for autonomy, competence and belonging.

The theoretical implications of this research involve contributing to the ongoing discussion of both how and why the cross-age peer mentoring process produces beneficial outcomes for participating mentors [9]. Specifically, this study found that the mentoring process produces beneficial outcomes for mentors by supporting their basic psychological needs (how) through the act of helping a younger and less experienced peer satisfy their needs for autonomy, belonging and competence (why). These reciprocal benefits are explained by The Helper Therapy Principle [35] and are consistent with existing literature on Positive Psychology and the benefits of kindness (i.e., the “kindness-happiness loop”) [53]. In summary, it seems as though SDT plays a complementary role to the existing theoretical frameworks in the cross-age peer mentoring literature and adds value to the discussion of the developmental process of mentoring.

In a practical sense, this research offers knowledge on the benefits of having older and more experienced students mentor and teach their younger and less experienced peers. Classroom teachers, after-school personnel, and little league coaches may benefit from this research as it provides guidelines and empirical support for the implementation of a mentoring program for their children/youth. Teachers or coaches looking to increase the sense of competence amongst their elder students/players may draw upon these findings while attempting to develop an intervention strategy.
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